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The following is the Ranked list of candidates for selection to the post of  PEON/WATCHMAN 

FIRST NCA OBC - PART-I (DIRECT) on `11140 - 23460/- in DISTRICT CO-OPERATIVE BANK 

(CAT NO.648/2017),  and found suitable by the Commission and arranged in the order of merit 

based on the OMR Examination held on 19/05/2018 for recruitment against NCA vacancies for 

Other Backward Community Only. This NCA Ranked List is brought into force with effect from 

08/08/2019 and will be valid until candidates are advised and appointed against vacancies notified 

due to the paucity of OBC candidates, during the currency of the Mother Ranked List published on 

05/03/2011 (Cat No. 176/07) for the post or three years from the date of publication of this NCA 

Ranked List which ever is earlier. 

.

          Ranked List for the post of PEON/WATCHMAN FIRST NCA OBC - PART-I (DIRECT) 

(Kottayam)  on   11140 - 23460 in DISTRICT CO-OPERATIVE BANK (CAT NO.648/2017)

Main List

 
Rank NameReg No DOB Commy Remark

08/09/1995 OBC-VANIYANAKHILESH T V1071331

07/05/1998 OBC-CHETTYVIVEK M S1201322

27/01/1996 OBC-VELAANS 

[VELAAN]

SHAN KUMAR S1133943

04/06/1996 OBC-VANIYANVYSHNAVJITH T K1952124

07/05/1986 OBC-VEERASAIVAS[Y

OGISYOGEESWARA]

JIJIMOL O1026375

13/10/1995 OBC-KUDUMBISANOOP R KRISHNAN1333026

22/12/1992 OBC-KUDUMBISRENJITH V A1505887

08/12/1995 OBC-VANIKA VAISYAGAMON N C1076018

19/05/1993 OBC-VILAKKITHALA 

NAIR

VISHNU SANKAR V1082819

30/05/1994 OBC-VILAKKITHALA 

NAIR

RAHUL R12267510

08/10/1994 OBC-VELAANS 

[VELAAN]

SARATH T S14893911

02/12/1994 OBC-CHETTIESARJUN KRISHNA G R10811012

17/12/1990 OBC-VELAANS 

[VELAAN]

JINESHKUMAR V T13855213

25/05/1982 OBC-VEERASAIVAS[VE

ERASAIVA]

SHIBU N S12205414

25/01/1996 OBC-VANIYANMANJU J M11683315

25/04/1985 OBC-VANIKA VAISYABINU B11075316

06/09/1990 OBC-EZHAVATHIVIKKY R R11201417

13/02/1990 OBC-MANIYANINEETHU V20689218

15/05/1996 OBC-KUDUMBISGOKUL BALAN14941519

18/03/1997 OBC-VANIKA VAISYAREVATHY R10126020



2 PEON/WATCHMAN FIRST NCA OBC - PART-I (DIRECT)

DISTRICT CO-OPERATIVE BANK (CAT NO.648/2017)
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Rank Reg No Name RemarksDOB Commy

NOTE I : Candidates who wish to obtain a photocopy of their OMR answer sheet (Part A& Part B) relating to this selection 

shall remit the fee of  `335/- in any of the Treasuries in  the State (Head of account: 0051 PSC-800-State PSC-99 other 

receipts). The duly filled in application in the prescribed form (available from the Commission's website 

www.keralapsc.gov.in) along with the original chalan should be submitted to The District Officer, KPSC District Office,  

Kottayam within 45 days from the date of approval of this ranked list ie on or before 23.09.2019 A copy of the answer 

sheet will be issued only once to a candidate.  Copies of OMR answer sheets invalidated due to any defect will not be 

issued. Candidates are prohibited from applying for a copy of an answer sheet which is not their own, and legal 

proceedings will be initiated against those who do so. 

NOTE II: A period of 45 days time to apply for rechecking of Answer Scripts will be allowed to candidates with effect from    

the date of approval of this ranked list. The candidates can avail only one chance after the approval of the ranked list 

Candidates desiring to get their answer script rechecked may apply for rechecking within 45 days from the date of 

approval of this ranked list."Applications for rechecking of answer scripts should be submitted in the prescribed form 

available free of cost from the Enquiry sections of the various offices of the  Commission or its photocopy, or downloaded 

and printed in A4 size paper from the Commission's Website www.keralapsc.gov.in or photocopied there from. 

Applications submitted in any other manner will not be considered." The application for rechecking, along with original 

chalan receipt for the prescribed fee of `85/- under the head of account "0051 - PSC 105 State PSC 99 - Examination 

Fee", addressed to The District Officer, KPSC District Office,Kottayam, should reach the office within 45 days from the 

date of approval of this ranked list.ie on or before 23.09.2019 Application for rechecking received after the stipulated time 

will not be entertained and fee once remitted will not be refunded. 

NOTE III : "Any candidate can relinquish his/her right for appointment in writing duly attested by a Gazetted Officer of 

State/Central Government with signature, name, designation and Office Seal along with a Notarized affidavit and a self 

attested copy of an ID proof bearing photograph as enlisted in the General conditions. The request for relinquishment 

received within 15 days from the date of publication of Ranked List in the Official Website of the Commission will be 

honoured against the requisitions of vacancies that are pending with the Commission upto the finalisation of Ranked List . 

After the publication of the Ranked List,  the request for relinquishment will be considered only if such request is received 

on or before  the date of receipt of requisition based on which he/she is to be advised".

NOTE IV :. The result of rechecking of OMR answer scripts will be intimated in due course, But photo copy of the OMR 

answer scripts will be issued only after the publication of the Ranked Lists for all the posts finalised on the basis of the 

common test. 

Office of the
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Approved for issue,
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